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Welcome!
Well here it is, the first issue of the society’s
new journal ‘flow lines’. It has been a
tremendous year for the society, still its first
year in fact, (although it seems much more I
am sure you will agree!) Our formation was in
August 2004, which all started, with a post to
the meteorite central internet mailing list.
Several society names were suggested and
after a vote ‘BIMS’ was arrived at, and I think
the name will serve us well.
The current board members are Mark Ford
and Dave Harris as Chairman and Secretary
respectively and we have Ken’ O’Neill as
website coordinator who does a superb job
with the website. The board members are
happy to continue in their current positions but
naturally some sort of election system will
need to be implemented soon so that the
society is truly democratic. We will also need
to hold a formal AGM at some point. It is
hoped that more members will be able to meet
up if anyone has any idea’s for a venue please
let us know.
Thank you to you all for your continued
support, the first meteorite society ever in
Britain and Ireland is something we all helped
to create and can be truly proud of.
Membership currently stands at 26. It seems
not all members have yet subscribed to the

Bims email list, if so please
markf@ssl.gb.com for instructions.

email

Meteorite Collection Donated
As some of you know, Mark is a member of
The Southdowns Astronomical Society,
attached to this is the Southdowns
Planetarium, based in Chichester West Sussex,
which is a registered charity. They put on
astronomy shows for the public, schools and
local groups, and have the ex Armarh
Planetarium Zeiss Star projector.
It was realised that the planetarium would be
an ideal place to promote BIMS, since many
astronomers and members of the public use it.
Also it is one of the few venues where
meteorites could be displayed in a ‘space
context’, so we got together some 30
meteorite specimens, mostly these came from
our own collections and a few were from
people such as John Blennart and Steve
Arnold who I would like to thank.

Sir Patrick Moore receives the collection
from Mark and Dave, along with a BIMS
plaque.

Other News
Brighton Science Festival
The society put on a meteorite display at Brighton
Science festival, held at Brighton College of
Technology in February. Dave, Mark and Adrian
Harsent took along their collections and gave out
leaflets explaining about meteorites and collecting.
Dave, (who is a part time curator at the Booth
Museum in Brighton), managed to secure the loan
of some Apollo moon rock samples and these went
down well, even attracting television and
newspaper coverage.
The day was very successful, a few surplus books
and meteorites provided by Mark were also sold
which will pay for the society website costs for
another year.

The Stand with Adrian, Dave and Mark

The Apollo sample Disk
Nightlife 2005

On Saturday 9th July at Portsmouth Naval base, the
annual astronomical event known as ‘Nightlife’
will take place, this is a series of lectures and
stands based on astronomy. Carolyn Shoemaker
(of comet fame) will be speaking, and Bims has
been asked by the organisers to put on a stand,
which Dave and Adrian have kindly volunteered
to do.

Geological Society lecture
Dave Harris gave a meteorite lecture to the British
Geological Society, which was very successful.

BAA meteor section meeting
Mark was asked by Neil Bone (BAA meteor
section leader and well known author) to give a
lecture and meteorite display at the BAA’s meteor
group meeting in April. A number of contacts
were made and some good PR was done, Richard
Stratford, Bims member also made it to the event.

Mysterious Tektites
By David Bryant
My interest in meteorites began at the age of 10,
when I found what I am still convinced was an
achondrite in a shallow crater in the woods at
Herstmonceux in Sussex. I showed it to Patrick
Moore, who showed it to a friend: he ‘tested it’
with a weak iron magnet and rejected it (despite
its obvious fusion crust, orientation and
location!) because “….all meteorites are
magnetic”.
I showed it to my Headmistress: a somewhat
dour widow who, shared my interest in
Astronomy. It was she who, four years earlier,
had pointed out the Comet Arende-Roland to
me, thus sparking my initial enthusiasm for a
subject that was ultimately to form part of my
university studies. She was much more positive,
and lent me a book about meteorites: the photos
of the Barringer Crater made me determined to
start collecting as soon as I could afford to!
The first ‘real’ space item I added to my
collection was not, however, a meteorite: it was
a glassy, lustrous
black disc somewhat
resembling a Pontefract cake. The junk shop
dealer who sold it to me (in a back street in
Ilfracombe!) told me it was “….from the Moon!
It’s called a Testis or something… it came from
China, I think”. I still remember the less than
enthusiastic response of my parents when I
revealed I had given my entire holiday money
for my new treasure!
I still have that tektite: it is sitting in front of me
as I type this. And over forty years later its
origin is as mysterious and controversial as ever!
During my service as a Naval Officer, my
teacher training and subsequent thirty-year

career as an educator, I carried the tektite around
with me as a lucky charm. I have shown it to
thousands of pupils, describing it as ‘..a small
piece of the Moon!’ For indeed, until July 1969
the received wisdom was that Tektites were
lunar ejecta, blasted from the Moon’s surface by
massive impacts or volcanism, that rained down
onto the Earth in prehistory
.
All that changed after 12 amazing individuals
walked on the surface of the Moon and brought
back 841 lbs of rock.
Quite quickly it was announced that the
chemical composition of the Moon rocks was
significantly different to similar material from
Earth. Tektites were reclassified as terrestrial
impact debris. Some (Darwinites and Ries Fladle
stones) were associated with known craters,
others were not. These (which are by far the
most common types) include the amazing green
Moldavites, Indo-chinese black Tektites,
Libyan Desert Glass, Bediasites and Georgiaites.
That many Tektites show evidence of melting,
ablation and orientation typical of high-speed
passage through the Earth’s atmosphere is
indisputable. But is this a re-entry or an arrival?
Recently, several high-profile researchers have
begun to reassert an extra-terrestrial origin for
these enigmatic objects!
A rock sample brought back by the Apollo 12
Astronauts (No. 12013) has been identified by
Dr John O’Keefe (a former NASA Astronomer)
as a potential tektite source mineral. O’Keefe
has suggested that several massive lunar impacts
created a debris-belt around the Earth that within
a few million years of its formation rained
tektites down onto the planet.
O’Keefe has stated that:
This view is currently supported by Dr D R
Chapman of the NASA Ames Research Institute,
based on examination of one of the largest
tektite collections in the world.
Possibly only further sampling of the Moon’s
surface will provide an answer to the conundrum
of the origin of tektites: one thing is certain,
though! If a lunar origin is proven in the near
future, the prices on my website will need some

adjustment! - David Bryant.
http://www.space-rocks.wanadoo.co.uk/

A MYSTERY ON SNOWDON
By Jay Tate - Spaceguard UK
Introduction
On December 2001 Mike Blake, a fell runner,
noticed an anomalous trench on the northern
slopes of Snowdon in Wales. Being a regular
visitor to the area he knew that this trench had
not been there on his previous visit at the end of
October. He carefully recorded the damage
photographically, and contacted Bangor
University and the Natural History Museum in
London.
Having remembered reading an article on
meteorites by Professor Bill Napier he also
contacted the Armagh Observatory and spoke to
the director, Professor Mark Bailey, an
acknowledged expert on meteorites.
Professor Bailey contacted experts in various
fields from the Liverpool Museum, Salford
University and the Spaceguard Centre, and an
investigation began.
Initial Data
At the purported impact site the rocky outcrop
had clearly been subjected to a major impact of
some sort. Rocks had been fractured and there
was extensive damage apparent.
A trench about 25 metres long and, on average, a
metre wide ran from the outcrop to a wire fence
crossing wet ground. Its depth appeared to be
about a meter.
Question: What could have caused this?

Reconnaissance
On 5 February Jay Tate from The
Spaceguard Centre visited the site with Mike
Blake for an initial look, and to assess the
event. A brief survey was conducted,
though the weather did not permit a detailed
examination of the site.
The trench and the damage to the rocky
outcrop were clearly visible, and it was
obvious that large lumps of turf had been
excavated from the trench, and thrown some
distance.
The following images detail some features
of the anomaly.

•

Stony Meteorite. Search for
debris or evidence of rock fragments
that are not indigenous.

As a result of the reconnaissance the
investigation team drew up a list of possible
causes

•

Iron Meteorite. Search for
metallic particles or debris.
Magnetic fragments downrange.

Hoax
Subsidence
Lightning
Aircraft debris/component
Military ordnance
Ice from aircraft
Ice from elsewhere
Stony Meteorite
Iron Meteorite
Something else

•

Something else.

Possible Causes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What?

The Survey
On 8 March a team from the Armagh
Observatory, Liverpool Museum, Salford
University and the Spaceguard Centre
conducted an extensive examination of the
site.

The team then devised methods of testing
these possibilities to prove or disprove them.

The team consisted of experts in astronomy,
meteorites, geophysics, geology and
archaeology (site management).

Testing the Possible Causes

Survey Findings

•

Hoax. A balanced judgement
must be made. However, it is likely
that a hoaxer would try to make the
subject look like what it was
supposed to be!.

•

Subsidence.
required.

•

Lightning. Is there any evidence
of high temperatures? Was there
any damage to the fence at the end
of the trench. Are there any signs of
scorching on the rocks or in the area
of the fence?

An Examination of Possible Causes
•

Hoax. After the reconnaissance
visit to the site, it was considered to
be very unlikely that the site had
been prepared as a hoax. This was
for precisely the same reasons that it
was becoming difficult to work out
the cause. A hoaxer would create a
much clearer facsimile of whatever
he/she wished to simulate. There
was also absolutely no doubts about
the motives of the finders.

•

Subsidence. Although this was a
“front runner” as a cause, after the
reconnaissance the team was not
happy with this explanation, given
the amount of material thrown some
distance from the trench.

•

Lightning. The question was
could lightning have done so much
damage, and would it leave
evidence of high temperatures?
There appeared to be none.

•

Aircraft debris/component. The
team received repeated assurances
from the RAF that no aircraft has

An expert view was

•

Aircraft debris/component.
Check with the RAF and CAA.
Dig. Search downrange.

•

Military ordnance.
above, but more so!

•

Ice from aircraft.
RAF and CAA

•

Ice from elsewhere.

Same as

Check with the

Where?

lost any equipment in the area for a
considerable time (years). It also
checked with the CAA.
Cont_
•

Military ordnance.
above, but more so!

•

Ice from aircraft. This was
another “favourite” explanation!
However, it would have to be a
major chunk of ice to cause the
apparent damage. The most
common ice falls from aircraft are
wing ice that takes the form of
sheets up to 2 inches thick. Such an
object would not have done the
damage that we see. The other type
of ice fall is the “loo-dump”, but the
site is a long way from scheduled air
lanes where such events might be
expected to occur. Actually, it is a
cardinal sin to eject waste over land
(thankfully).

•

Ice from elsewhere.

•

Stony Meteorite. No debris or
evidence of rock fragments were
found that are not indigenous.

•

Iron Meteorite. No metallic
particles or debris detected in a
detailed search of the area.

•

Something else.

along the fence in both directions. In
addition, one waterlogged fence post had a
large hole where a knot in the wood had
been blown out. The knot was found a
metre from the post.

Same as

Where?

What?

What can you deduce from these findings?
What do you think the cause of the damage
was?

The Killer Evidence
Towards the end of the investigation
Professor Bailey and Dr. Alan Bowden
noticed that there was evidence of burnt
grass under the wire fence at the bottom of
the trench. Tracking along the fence it
became apparent that grass was charred
wherever it touched the wire, and that the
damage extended for hundreds of metres

Survey Conclusions
•

The damage to the rocky outcrop
was caused by a high energy
lightning strike.

•

The current flashed through the peat
to earth. The trench was caused by
the boiling of a “tube” of water

between the impact site on the rocky
outcrop and the wire fence (earth).
The superheated steam then
explosively burst from the ground
along the line of the trench.
Cont_
•

•

The current then earthed along the
wire fence causing the scorching of
grass under the fence. The knot in
the fencepost was blown out when
current tried to earth down the post,
and encountered resistance at the
knot. Water boiled and blew out the
obstruction.
After a study of local weather
records, it is likely that the event
occurred on 8 November 2001.

Lessons Learned
•

Mike Blake did exactly the right
thing by recording the site, and then
reporting it to the right people. It is
essential that people know what to
do and who to contact on occasions
such as this.

•

This was an excellent example of
scientific detective work, involving
scientists of different disciplines,
each bringing their expertise to bear.

•

Real science is about solving real
problems as well as esoteric
research.

•

For every real meteorite fall there
are a thousand false alarms.

And two were found to be rust pieces of iron, none
were meteorites. We also received several fireball
sightings, which were posted to the Bims list.

A Trip to the Natural
History Museum,
London. -by Mark Ford
I decided one Sunday, to take a trip up to London
to view the NHM meteorite section, a pilgrimage I
have made many times, but this time I thought I
would document the trip to give others who
haven’t had the chance to go there, the opportunity
to see what is on offer.
I arrived about 10:30 just after the Museum
opened (it is late opening on a Sunday), after
catching the underground to Kensington. The
museums are all signposted very well, and the
walk through the Victorian rail tunnels is a marvel
in itself.

Jay Tate.

Meteorwrongs
The society received 5 emails regarding rocks that
members of the public had found, one turned out
to be industrial glass, one a large Marcasite
nodule, one, which was found at the bottom of a
lake, turned out to be some sort of rusty iron ore.

The impressive museum building is a work of art,
the pinnacle of Victorian engineering.
I headed straight into the lobby past the obligatory
dinosaur and up the stairs to the geology hall. But
not before stopping to take in the scenery, every

time I look up I see new features I had not noticed
before, pillars statues, and hidden monsters!

reveals the interior along with a superb wooden
base with archaic gold lettering written on the
side.
Above the door is a fibre glass copy of the Tucson
ring meteorite, (and yes, it looks like fibre glass
too!)

Cont_

The main Lobby with ‘Dino’.

The entrance to ‘the meteorite temple’.

The geological section is about as traditional as it
gets, mahogany cabinets crammed with virtually
every major terrestrial rock type, many from the
great old copper, Lead Coal and Tin mines of
Britain, (though most sadly now long gone).

Moving in to the dark section, the whole area is
surrounded by glass with black displays showing
the rocks set behind low down square recesses. I
didn’t feel this idea was particularly well thought
out, whilst kids might get a good view, adults have
to stoop down just to see them.

The geological hall with its mineral cabinets.
At the end of the geology section is a dark abyss,
this is the ‘holy place’ known as the meteorite
section!
Situated in the doorway, is a very large Campo
Iron meteorite the only space rock that visitors can
touch, there is also a flat etched section that

The meteorite display cabinets
On the right in the entrance is a large Zagami
Martian meteorite chunk, ungracefully placed
interesting side down and badly lit - but fab none
the less!

Stannern - Eucrite
Zagami
Cont _
Further in and to the right there is a wonderful
display of British meteorites Glatton, Barwell,
Rowton(Iron) and Wold cottage. It is great to see
them all in one place, along side is a map showing
all known UK falls and finds.

The Johnstown Diogenite- wow!

The UK falls section showing fall map and large
specimens on each side.
Further along in the centre is the large 3.5 tonne
Cranborne Iron, showing it’s terrestrial age.

There is also an impressive display of tektites,
though they are hard to see and there are no labels
but I could recognize some Moldavites and indo’s,
as well as wabar glass and Libyan desert glass.
If I had to pick a favorite rock it would have to be
the Johnstown Diogenite, with it’s green Olivine
inclusions.
One thing I have noticed is that the Springwater
pallasite seems to have got smaller and smaller
over the years, presumably as more and more
slices are taken, and used as ‘currency’ to
exchange with new material.

Cranborne 3.5 Ton Iron
Further round the circular displays are various
Achondrites, such as Stannern a wonderful Eucrite
with fine glossy crust.

pieces of ordinary Chondrite were found
over his week of searching. Pieces
varying in weight from a few grams up to
about 2kg were numbered, bagged,
mapped and brought home

The Springwater Pallasite
All in all the NHM has a wonderful display, which
whilst overdue for a redesign, is certainly well
worth a trip!
Mark Ford

A Crazy Diamond…
by Angus Self
At the August 1999 members' meeting
of the Astronomical Society of
Edinburgh a young chap got up on the
stage. He was the last of several
members to give a brief talk on his
astronomically related interests. He put
a blanket over his head, and holding a
magnet on a length of wire walked
across the stage staring at his feet. I
was instantly wide awake and thought
this kind of behavior needs special
attention!
He told us of a week taken as a holiday,
meteorite hunting in the deserts of
Oman while working there in the oil
industry. After several days of picking up
interesting looking but terrestrial rocks
and pieces of camel dung, finally "click",
a meteorite was on the end of his
magnet. After plotting the co ordinates
from his GPS on a map he continued
hunting. Another piece was found,
mapped and he continued this for the
rest of the day. The strewn field ellipse
was drawn on the map, and over 100

When he passed some of these pieces
around the room and I held a piece, I felt
the kind of excitement that I had felt as a
teenager when I got my first Pink Floyd
ticket! I realised I have got to get one of
these! So on chatting to the gentleman
after the meeting I was pointed in the
direction of Rob Elliott.
To cut a long story short, I have become
over the past 5 years a bit obsessed
with extra terrestrial rocks. Purchases
from Rob Elliott and the internet have
been a source of much excitement and
wonder to me. I quickly bought a copy of
Norton's "Rocks from Space" and I read
everything I can on the subject. I have
shown my gratitude to the Astronomical
Society of Edinburgh who got me into
this by giving a talk titled "A Beginners'
Guide to Meteorites" at the August 2004
members' meeting. Word has got about
and I have given two talks at my
daughters' school and at a Rotary Club
with Power Point presentation and a few
samples for people to hold for
themselves.
Each time I delve into The Cambridge
Encyclopedia of Meteorites it is with a
bit more understanding of the chemistry
and petrology of meteorites.
I can now send people to sleep with my
tales of meteorites, just as I can with
my trainspotter like knowledge of Pink
Floyd!

The Art of Collecting
Meteorites by Kevin
Kichinka. Bookmasters 2005
Available from
marsroxbooks@aol.com
$21.95 + p&p. Paperback.

I was attracted to this book by an
advertisement in Meteorite magazine
with Robert Haag giving it “three
thumbs, way way up”. As my birthday
was approaching I left the page open as
a subtle hint for my wife!
On arrival of the book I was delighted to
see the cover photograph was a
polarised light colour picture of a
chondrule from SaU 001, a meteorite I
had recently purchased a small piece
from Mark Bostick. As always I made a
quick preliminary flick through the book
and was pleased to see it showed many
colour photographs of familiar and not
so familiar meteorites. I instantly
recognised well-known meteoritical
people such as Nininger, the Nortons
and Robert Haag.
Cont_
After the acknowledgements, foreword
(by O. Richard Norton) and introduction
the book is divided into seven sections
starting with “The Enlightened
Collector”. It begins with the fireball and
fall of the Henbury meteorites in
Australia, how this event became a
terrifying part of the Aboriginal
Dreamtime stories, and of the eventual
“discovery” of the craters and meteorites
in 1931 by R.A. Alderman. “Why do we
collect anything” is discussed, from
museums of Zippo lighters (Bradford,
PA) to toilet seats (San Antonio, TX)!
Apparently our desire to collect is a
primal human instinct installed in us
from our hunter-gatherer ancestors.
And so to meteorites.
As meteorites are the most ancient
pieces of material any of us will ever
touch, and are relatively unchanged
since the formation of the solar system it
follows we are naturally in awe of their
age and chemical make up. As Nininger
wrote “It is the obligation of every
institution to give students an
opportunity to familiarise themselves
with meteorites. No other objects can
furnish tangible evidence of the earth’s
relationship to the rest of the universe”.

Kichinka then describes some of the
types of collector and their reasons for
collecting. For example a tangible piece
of an object of study, their aesthetic
beauty, investment, natural and
historical nature, an addictive desire to
own anything that falls from the sky!
Some collect thin sections for
microscopic study, some like Rob Elliot
from Scotland are keen to collect
anything that has fallen on the British
Isles.
Nininger is quoted from “Catch A Falling
Star” where he sees his first fireball and
his life is transformed from biology to
meteoritics. Reading this passage again
in Kichinka’s book (after having first
read it in Nininger’s book) is one of the
truly exciting pieces of writing about a
“Road to Damascus” conversion. This
portion of the book carries the theme
forward to Robert Haag’s first fireball
when he was 11 years old, and on to
Bernd Pauli the German teacher who
became fascinated with meteorites in
the early 1980s.
The second section on “Planning A
Collection” gives valuable advice to the
novice on where to look and whom to
contact. The Internet being the easiest
and most reliable place once reliable
dealers have been found. We are all
advised to visit the Tucson Rock, Gem
and Mineral show in February at least
once in our lives where the prices are as
low as they go and our meteorite friends
from cyberspace will be found. The
legality of ownership of finds is
discussed with laws from different
countries showing remarkable
variances. Kichinka relates of his own
brush with the U.S customs and “the
Feds” which makes ones hackles rise!
Advice on the care of our specimens is
given along with sensible
documentation, as one day these
valuable rocks we own will belong to
somebody else. In fact it is a
stewardship of meteorites that we are
very fortunate to have and this should

not be taken lightly, just remember their
age!
A meteorite hunting expedition in Bolivia
is detailed with an eventual … I won’t
spoil it for you! (But you may have read
about it in Meteorite magazine
November 1999, February and May
2000).
To detail every section of this book
would be a lengthy exercise and as it is
such a good read, a detraction for the
purchaser of the book. What I will say to
finish off is that Kichinka gives
interesting information on historical
myths and misnomers such as the
Nakhla that was meant to have killed a
dog, and the unfortunate Mr.Thomson
who should have been credited for the
structure we know as the
Widmanstatten structure.
Cont_
An interesting interview with Dr. Monica
Grady at the N.H.M. in London is
interspersed with Kichinka being asked
which meteorites he would like to see.
The elation he expresses when holding
7 or 8g of Chassigny, video taping it
(through the plastic baggie) and then
forgetting everything else that happened
after his time was up in the meteorite
collection brings the man’s passion for
these rocks right out into the open. A
man with such a passion and who name
checks Pink Floyd and Neil Young in his
book is someone I would like to meet.
A meteorite history is the final part of
this book with a request for readers to
submit additions and corrections. It
begins with 460,000,000 BC when a
meteorite hits a cephalopod in a muddy
pond and they become fossilised with
eventual discovery in 1980. The final
entry being the death in 2004 of Fred
Whipple. The 13-page index at the back
is pretty concise for a 220-page
paperback. You may not need this book,
but someone you know does. Make sure
it is on a shelf in your house beside
“Find A Falling Star”, “Rocks From
Space” and Wm. Cassidy’s “Meteorites,
Ice and Antarctica”.

Three thumbs way, way up? I think Bob
is missing a thumb!
Angus Self
Edinburgh
May 2005

Hell’s Kettles – A
British Crater Field?
By Richard L.
Stratford, F.R.A.S.
Abstract. It is proposed that the waterfilled pits called Hell’s Kettles, south of
Darlington, are impact craters formed by
a shower of meteorites on about 1179
January 1. Reports of the Earth rising up
like a tower or pillar and then collapsing
to form the pits are interpreted as
mediaeval
descriptions
of
the
associated fireball.
The water-filled pits called Hell’s
Kettles are in the southern part of
County Durham at 54°29.6’N, 1°33.9’W,
between the River Skerne and the River
Tees. They lie 3.7 km (2.3 miles) S15°W
of St. Cuthbert’s Church in Darlington,
2.3 km NNW of St. Peter’s Church in
Croft-on-Tees (North Yorkshire), and
31.2 km south of Durham Cathedral.
The Ordnance Survey map
(Landranger sheet 93) shows two
‘kettles’, at NZ281109 and NZ282108,
but there are in fact four, which I shall

call A, B, C, and D. The larger ‘kettle’
(A+B), in the north-west, consists of two
overlapping pits, each about 30-40 m in
diameter; its overall dimensions are thus
about 70 m × 40 m. ‘Kettle’ C, in the
south-east, is also about 35-40 m in
diameter; it is circular, and appears to
be very deep. The azimuth of the line
between the two large ‘kettles’ is E55°60°S, i.e. southeast by south. ‘Kettle’ D,
the smallest pit, lies south of ‘kettle’ B; it
is about 25 m in diameter and is very
shallow. It is not clear whether this
shallow profile is original or the result of
artificial infilling. There may be the
remains of a fifth depression to the east
or south-east of depression C, but
historical records are not clear about
this. The total extent of the field is about
150-200 metres, or 5±1 times the
diameters of the individual ‘kettles’. The
surrounding countryside is essentially
Cont_ flat, and is between 30 and 35
metres above sea level.
The large ‘kettles’ A+B and C
appear to have partial, very low raised
rims; these rims are literally only a few
inches high (~10 cm). The inner walls
are steep but not vertical. On the north
side the wall of kettle’ A appears to have
collapsed inwards, again perhaps as a
result of an attempt to fill the pit in. In
this area, the water level is ~1 metre
below the rim of the depression.
The deeper ‘kettles’ appear to be
bowl-shaped rather than flat floored.
Reeds grow in ‘kettles’ A and B at radii
of ~0.5×r, although there are no reeds at
the centres (where the water is
presumably too deep) or at the rims
(where the water is too shallow). Reeds
grow only around the edge of ‘kettle’ C,
implying that this is the deepest of the
pits. There are no reeds in ‘kettle’ D,
which is too shallow for them to grow.
The bowl-shaped profiles of the three
large ‘kettles’ may be secondary, a
result of natural or artificial infilling.
There is no surface inflow into
the ‘kettles’ or any outflow from them.
They are fed by artesian water, and

have been designated a Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) because of
their hard-water fen flora. There may be
other reasons for making the ‘kettles’ a
SSSI, as will appear shortly.
According to a writer named
Harrison, popular belief assigns the pits
a depth of 100 fathoms (182 m).
However, measurements by a Mr Grose
and a Mr Allan on 1774 October 18
gave the diameters of the three larger
kettles as about 38 yards (114’, or 35
metres) and of the smallest (presumably
‘kettle’ D) as about 28 yards (84’, or 26
metres). The depths are 19.5’ (5.9 m),
17’ (5.2 m), 14’ (4.3 m), and 5.5’ (1.7 m).
The diameter-depth ratios are therefore
about 5.85, 6.7, 8.1, and 15. These
ratios are similar to those of small
meteorite craters. One may compare the
dimensions of the ‘kettles’ with those of
the Dalgaranga crater (D = 21 m, d =
3.2 m, D/d = 6.7) (Baldwin, 1963), or
with the largest of the Sikhote-Alin
craters (D = 26.6 m, d = 6.0 m, D/d =
4.4) (Krinov, 1971). The diameter-depth
ratios are also similar to those of the
Henbury meteorite craters (Baldwin,
1963), for example crater 3, (D = 41 m,
d ≥ 5.5 m, D/d ~ 7.5), crater 6 (D = 73
m, d ~ 7.6 m, D/d ~ 9.6), crater 7 (D =
200×110 m², d ≥18 m, D/d ~ 6), and
crater 13 (D = 9 m, d = 0.9 m, D/d = 10).
The ‘kettles’ are smaller than the
main craters at Henbury, Odessa,
Campo del Cielo, Kaalijärv, Wabar and
Murgab, but are larger than most of the
small craters of these fields. The
similarity extends to the shape of the
craters and to the total dimensions of
the crater fields. Henbury, Kaalijärv and
Wabar all have elliptical craters,
produced by overlapping impacts
(Baldwin, 1963; Melosh, 1989). The
separation of the two main Wabar
craters (D1 = 97 m; D2 = 55×40 m²) is
~2.4×D1 and ~5-6×D2; the separation of
the two Murgab craters (D1 = 79 m; D2 =
16 m) is ~3.2×D1 and ~16×D2.
There have been various
attempts to explain the Hell’s Kettles
pits. Hutchinson regarded them as marl-

pits, and an unattributed author
described them as lime-pits. Daniel
Defoe (ca 1660-1733), one of the first
people to record a visit to the pits,
described them as ‘coal pits filled by the
River Tees’, although there are no coalmines or outcrops of coal in this part of
County Durham. Moreover, the pits are
too shallow to be coal-mines. Harrison
suggested that they were collapse pits
resulting
from
the
burning
of
underground coal or ‘some other
unctuous matter’.
The official view is that the pits
are sinkholes resulting from the
dissolution of gypsum in the Upper
Permian Magnesian Limestone. There
are, however, some difficulties with this
interpretation. Hell’s Kettles are isolated,
and occupy only a small area, whereas
the collapse pits and sinkholes around
Cont_ Ripon are numerous and cover a
large area of the Vale of York.
Moreover,
the
sinkholes
around
Darlington are larger than Hell’s Kettles
(with D up to 100 m), and are described
as shallow depressions rather than deep
pits. According to the 10-mile geological
map of England and Wales, Hell’s
Kettles are very close to the boundary
between the Magnesian Limestone and
the Lower Triassic Bunter Sandstone,
where one would not expect sinkholes.
At Parkside (1.3 km south of the centre
of Darlington, and 2.5 km from Hell’s
Kettles), gypsum beds are 19.6 metres
thick. Finally, the Permian deposits in
and around Darlington are overlaid by
45-50 metres of Pleistocene glacial till;
this thickness exceeds the diameter of
the individual kettles (D = 35-40 m), and
is about eight times the depth of the
deepest of them. It seems unlikely that
dissolution of gypsum under this
thickness of overburden would produce
such deep, regular and sharply defined
surface depressions as Hell’s Kettles.
Moreover, the account in contemporary
and later chronicles of the formation of
the ‘kettles’ does not appear to be
consistent with the formation of
sinkholes.

An early record of the formation
of Hell’s Kettles is in Brompton’s
Chronicle, written in or after 1328.
‘1179. About Christmas, a
wonderful and unheard of event fell out
at Oxenhale, viz., that in the very
domain of Lord Hugh, Bishop of
Durham, the ground rose up on high
with such vehemence that it was equal
to the highest tops of the mountains,
and towered above the lofty pinnacles of
the churches; and at that height
remained from the ninth hour of the day
even to sunset. But at sunset it fell with
so horrible a crash, that it terrified all
who saw that heap, and heard the noise
of its fall, whence many died from that
fear; for the earth swallowed it up, and
caused in the same place a very deep
pit.’
The original Latin is as follows,
Ann. 1179. Infra vero idem natale
Domini
contigit
apud
Oxenhale
quoddam mirabile a seculo inauditum,
exilicet, quod in ipsa Domini Hugonis
Episcopi Dunelmensis cultura, terra se
in altum ita vehementer elavit quod
summit
montium
cucuminibus
abæquaretur, et quod super alta
templorum pinnacula, emineret, et illa
altitude ab hora diei nona usque ad
occasum solis permansit. Sole vero
occidente, eum tam horribili strepitu
cecidit, quod omnes cumulum illum
videntes, et strepitum casus illius
audientes perterruit; unde multi timore
illo obierunt; nam tellus eum absorbuit,
et puteum profundissimum ibidem fecit.
The accounts given by Raphael
Holinshed (1577) and by Dr Thomas
Short, F.R.S. (1749) are very similar to
Brompton’s Chronicle. Holinshed says,
‘A part of the earth lifted it selfe up on
height in apparence like to a mighty
Tower, and so it remained from nine of
the clocke in the morning, till the even
tyde, and then it fell down with an
horrible noise, so that all such as were
neighbours thereabout, were put in
great feare. That peece of earth with the
fall, was swallowed up, leaving a greate
deepe pitte in the place, as was to be

seene many yeares after’1. Dr. Short
says that on 1178 December 25 ‘the
Earth lifted up itself like a high Tower,
and so continued the whole Day, and
then fell with so horrible a Noise, that it
terrified all the neighbouring Inhabitants;
and the Earth swallowed it up, and
made there a deep Pit, which remains to
this day, called Hell’s Kettles.’
The date of the event was about
1178 December 25, or 1179 January 1
in the Gregorian calendar. Chroniclers
took it that the year 1179 began at what
we would call Christmas 1178. The time
of the event is uncertain. Although
Cont_ Holinshed gives the time as 9
a.m., the phrase ‘the ninth hour of the
day’ is ambiguous. When St. Peter, on
the day of Pentecost, said ‘For these are
not drunken, as ye suppose, seeing it is
but the third hour of the day’ (Acts, 2,
15), he meant that it was 9 a.m., not 3
a.m. (See the New English Bible
translation). It appears from this that ‘the
day’ began at 6 a.m., and therefore ‘the
ninth hour of the day’ was 3 p.m. Since
sunset at the beginning of January in
most of the British Isles is at about 4
p.m., the time of the event can probably
be fixed at between 1500 and 1600 LT.
The contemporary record used
by these later historians was probably
the Chronicle of Roger of Hoveden or
Howden, (floruit 1174-1201), who wrote
between 1192 and 1201, between 13
and 22 years after the formation of
Hell’s Kettles. Howden is in the East
Riding of Yorkshire, 12 km ESE of Selby
and about 95 km from Hell’s Kettles.
The town formerly had close links with
the diocese of Durham, and Roger may
have based his account on eye-witness
reports from the city.
The statements that ‘the ground
rose up on high’ and that ‘the earth lifted
itself up’ do not sound like descriptions
of the formations of sinkholes, and are
1

Holinshed mentions the formation of Hell’s
Kettles as the third of a series of portents in the
year 1178, the others being the Giordano Bruno
impact on the Moon (1178 June 18 OS) and a
large partial eclipse of the Sun in September.

indeed very difficult to understand.
Obviously it is not possible for a patch of
ground in an essentially flat country to
rise up to a height greater than a church
tower, remain at this elevation for
several hours, and then collapse again
to form a deep pit; moreover, there is no
sign at the spot of any such uplift.
Nevertheless, the written accounts are
quite definite that this is what appeared
to happen. We must therefore look for
some geophysical explanation of this
reported uplift.
It seems to me that this part of
the account actually gives the key to the
event, if one considers the mediaeval
view of meteors. We, of course, have
been taught to see meteors as
interplanetary particles that enter the
atmosphere from above and fall to
Earth, but earlier astronomers saw them
quite differently. Aristotle (383-322 BC)
regarded meteors as ‘exhalations’ from
the Earth, and therefore as something
that belonged to the Earth rather than as
foreign bodies. This, if one thinks about
it, is a rational enough interpretation. A
person at or near the place of a large
meteorite fall will see the fireball appear
near the radiant, which may be near to
the horizon, and then apparently rise up
towards the zenith, leaving a vertical
trail behind it, as it approaches the
observer. The trail will be luminous at
night and dark during the daytime.
Aristotelian astronomers would see the
fireball and its trail as an exhalation
resembling a tower or pillar rising from
the Earth. In other words, the
appearance of the Earth lifting itself up
is a description of the ‘rising’ column of
dust behind a meteoric fireball as seen
from a point near the place of the
meteorite fall.
If
the witnesses to this
phenomenon were in Durham, the
‘tower’ or ‘pillar’ would probably have
reached a maximum altitude h ~ 30°45°, similar to the altitude of the stars of
Orion at upper culmination as seen from
England, Wales, and southern Scotland.
This altitude may be consistent with the
statement that the elevated ground ‘was

equal to the highest tops of the
mountains and towered above the lofty
pinnacles of the churches’. It is clear
that something fell, although the
chronicles are vague on the details; they
seem to interpret the formation of the
deep pits as the result of the collapse of
the elevated ground. There is nothing
about masses of iron or stone being
found on the ground around the Hell’s
Kettles afterwards.
On the impact interpretation, the
presence of a dense dust trail implies
that the event was at least as large as
the Irish Sea fireball of 24 March 1955,
and quite possibly on the same scale as
the Sikhote-Alin impact of 12 February
1947.
Cont_ If the interpretation of ‘the
ninth hour of the day’ as 3 p.m. is
correct, the ‘tower’ or ‘pillar’ described
by the chroniclers lasted for about an
hour, an impossibly long duration for a
fireball. This anomaly may be simply the
usual exaggeration of the duration of
meteoric phenomena, but it may also be
correct and refer to the length of time for
which the dust trail remained visible.
The only other explanations of
this ‘rising tower’ effect are a volcanic
eruption and a tornado. Obviously there
are no active volcanoes in the British
Isles, and the morphology of the
depressions is all wrong; and tornadoes
do not excavate pits of this size and
depth. Thus, the descriptions of the
event in the mediaeval and later
chronicles imply that Hell’s Kettles are a
group of meteorite craters.
One difficulty with the impact
interpretation is the near absence of
external raised rims. Most meteorite
craters with diameters of tens of metres
have definite rims. However, it is
possible that any original rims have
been destroyed by ploughing and
cultivation, and by deliberate infilling of
the ‘kettles’. In spite of their scientific
importance, the smallest ‘kettle’ was
partly destroyed by infilling as recently
as the 1950s.

The azimuth of the line joining
the two main ‘kettles’ (E55-60°S) implies
that the putative fireball approached
from this direction, i.e. from the direction
of York, Lincoln, Cambridge and
Canterbury. If we take this at face value,
we find that the azimuth of approach
was a ~ 80°±10° east of the Sun (the
Sun’s azimuth was a ~ 41°-53°,
depending on the time of the putative
fall). This in turn implies that longitude of
the radiant of the fireball was roughly
2000 ~ 10°±10°. In modern terms, this
implies a radiant between the present
vernal equinox and  Psc or perhaps in
the western half of Cetus. Obviously this
location of the radiant is extremely
speculative.
The sizes of the ‘kettles’
suggest that the magnitude of the
putative Hell’s Kettles impact was
similar to that of the Sikhote-Alin fall,
and smaller than the Murgab and Wabar
falls. Sikhote-Alin is the largest
observed iron meteorite fall, and the
only crater-forming impact that has been
described in detail. However, it is not
clear whether Sikhote-Alin is typical; the
crater-field has dimensions of 2×1 km²
(A=1.6 km²), and the meteorite strewn
field is 12×4 km² (A~38 km²) (Gallant,
2002), much larger than the Wabar,
Murgab or Henbury strewn fields.
The total energy required to
produce the four ‘kettles’ is probably E ~
4-8×1011 J, or about 100-200 tons of
TNT (Baldwin, 1963; Hughes, 1998).
Assuming an impact speed vimp ~ 10 km
s-1, the three large ‘kettles’ would require
meteorites with m ~ 2.5-5 tons, and the
smallest would require m ~ 1-2 tons.
The total ‘cratering mass’ would
therefore be in the region of 10-20 tons.
The larger mass compares well with the
23 tons of meteorites recovered from
the Sikhote-Alin fall, and perhaps with
the 18-ton meteorite found in the Campo
del Cielo crater field. As well as the
largest meteorites, with m≥1 ton, that
formed craters, there would also be
smaller meteorites, with masses of tens
or hundreds of kilograms, that made

only impact pits and that would be easily
recoverable.
Brompton’s Chronicle states that
‘many people’ were killed by the noise of
the fall that produced Hell’s Kettles,
although he attributes their deaths to
fear (perhaps heart attacks) rather than
to injuries caused directly by the
putative impact. There is no mention of
damage to buildings, although it may be
significant that the present Church of St
Cuthbert in Darlington dates from 1180,
less than two years afterwards. It is
possible that the church was repaired or
rebuilt at this time because of damage
resulting from the formation of the
‘kettles’.
Cont_ Is there any hope of
finding actual meteorites that could
prove the impact hypothesis for the
origin of Hell’s Kettles? Iron meteorites
have been found associated with the
Morasko craters in Poland, and beneath
some of the Kaalijärv craters in Estonia,
so a search could be worth while.
Archaeological methods could be used
to search for additional pits that have
been filled in, and metal-detectors would
be able to find meteorites around and at
the bottom of the ‘kettles’. A positive
result would provide the British Isles
with their first authentic meteorite
craters on land, and even a negative
result would probably yield more details
of the collapse that formed the ‘kettles’.
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Thank You
It just remains for me to thank all those who
contributed to this issue, and I hope you
enjoyed reading it. The next issue will be
produced once there is enough content, so
keep your eyes open, and happy meteorite
Collecting!
All opinions expressed are solely those of
the author. © 2005 Members may copy this
journal to use as they wish.

